NUMBER OF AIMS SCHOOLS

124

STUDENT ENROLLMENT

1- TOTAL STUDENTS: 50,148
   PREPRIMARIES: 5,188
   LOWER SCHOOL (GRADES 1-4): 8,248
   MIDDLE SCHOOL (GRADES 5-8): 12,578
   HIGH SCHOOL (GRADES 9-12): 21,266
   BOARDING STUDENTS: 911

TOTAL NUMBER OF STUDENTS IN AIMS MEMBER SCHOOLS INCREASED BY APPROXIMATELY 2%

TUITION

DAY HIGH SCHOOL  DAY ELEMENTARY  BOARDING
RANGE: $17,975-$41,014  RANGE: $13,233-$37,863  RANGE: $36,685-$59,718
MEDIAN: $29,608  MEDIAN: $25,733  MEDIAN: $57,351

DIVERSITY

1- TOTAL STUDENTS OF COLOR: 14,684
   PERCENT OF ENROLLMENT: 32.5%
2- FACULTY OF COLOR %: 15.7% (2017)
3- ADMINISTRATORS OF COLOR %: 16.3% (2017)

NUMBER RECEIVING FINANCIAL AID: 6,082

FINANCIAL AID

SCHOOLS REPORTING: 111
NUMBER OF STUDENTS RECEIVING AID: 13,875
PERCENTAGE OF ENROLLMENT: 30.6%
NUMBER OF DOLLARS TOTAL: $182,707,523

EMPLOYEES

TOTAL NUMBER OF MEMBER SCHOOL EMPLOYEES: 12,145
AVERAGE TEACHER SALARY: $56,667*

*BASED ON YEARS OF EXPERIENCE RANGES $46,069 (0-5 YRS) $89,902 (41 PLUS YRS)

ALL STATISTICS ABOVE ARE BASED UPON SCHOOLS REPORTING ON INDIVIDUAL DATA ELEMENTS.